
Wednesday 20th January 2021

L.O: To build atmosphere when writing 
my own narrative 

- To use Year 6 level language

- To use Year 6 level sentence structure

- To use Year 6 level punctuation



Read your story so far 

Do they have any questions or  points you need to resolve?

Does your story make sense so  far?

Go back to your visual plan, is there anything else that you  
want to include?



What is left for you to write?

-Your character to find/go towards whatever has interested  
them

- Something small (e.g. a hint/warning sign) might happen on  
the way (in Alma, this was the boy doll trying to escape)

-Your character getting/interacting with the thing that has  
interested them

-Your ending (remember: it has to end the story but can still  
leave the reader with some questions

Let's look at an example:



Eagerly stepping into the dazzling games shop, David’s jaw dropped
to the floor as he stared around at the shelves and shelves of  brand 
new, exciting games. Overwhelmed, he was struggling to  take it all in: 
the shop was filled with action games, shooting  games, football games, 
racing games, even V.R. headsets.
Everywhere his eyes darted, David could spy a new opportunity to  (as his 
mother would say) ‘waste his time’.

Investigating a nearby shelf, something caught David’s eye. It was  a game 
that had a character on the front who looked exactly like  him; the 
resemblance was uncanny. Too intrigued to think about it,  David picked up 
the game and decided to buy it.
He took it back to his wonderful home to play. When he played it,  there was 
a weird blue screen that came on and said, ”Hello  David.” David thought it 
was weird but he carried on anyway.
Suddenly, there was a shudder and then a shake and before he  knew what had 
happened, he had been sucked inside the TV. He  tried to tap on the glass 
screen but no-one could hear him. He was  trapped forever…



How do you feel about the ending of the story before?

It has been rushed and so loses effect!

Make sure to take your time and keep building the suspense 
throughout your writing. 

How about this one? Much better! 

All of sudden, there was a shudder and shake. The world seemed to 
twisted upside down and inside out, in a way which David could 
never have imagined. It felt like all of his organs were being 
simultaneously twisted, turned, scrunched and stretched. When he 
eventually blinked open his eyes, he could still see his bedroom but 
it seemed blurry, and enormous! He tentatively reached out 
towards the sofa but his fingers hit a glass screen. It slowly 
dawned on him. The unmistakeable humming of electrics made him 
realise that he was trapped. Trapped inside, the wrong side of the 
television screen…



What will you need to do first in your story?
-Going towards whatever has interested the character

-A hint or warning sign

-Interacting with the thing that has interested them

-Your ending

Remember: it has to end the story but can

still  leave the reader with some questions

Year 6 Continuous Success Criteria

Clear Paragraphs

Powerful adjectives/adverbs  

Relative clauses

Fronted adverbials  

Modal verbs  

Parenthesis

Semi-colons & colons  

Active & Passive voice  

Rhetorical Questions  

Subjunctive

Remember:

Atmosphere, Atmosphere, Atmosphere.  

Slow down, create that tension.



YESTERDAY 

TODAY





Great job!! 

Please send a photo to your class teacher:

ksutherland@kingsavenue.Lambeth.sch.uk

mjames@kingsavenue.Lambeth.sch.uk
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